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recent developments in soviet american relations have
heightened popular interest in russian and soviet history those

curious about this topic find it difficult to decide which of the
recently published histories will be valuable observant readers
will quickly recognize that many of these publications single out
violent and grotesque aspects of russian history or simply gossip
about the personal lives of the asars
tsars there are however well written
studies of the russian and soviet society that provide a more balanced
view of the russian past
one of the best introductions to the history of prerevolutionary
russia is a textbook nicholas riasanovsky s A history of
russia which
ofrussia
scholars have used in their classrooms for over twenty years the textbooks
popularity stems from its clear concise style judicious blend of
interpretation and narrative and insightful treatment of numerous
spheres of russian history
unlike many popular histories riasanovsky s work confronts
historical issues the author describes the differing positions of historians
on important issues analyzes the strengths of their arguments and
offers his own conclusions the textbook never addresses any issue
without providing the narrative detail that gives meaning to abstract
analysis when discussing the fourteenth century unification of
central russia under moscow s leadership for instance riasanovsky
does not simply list the factors responsible for moscows
Mos cows success
he also describes the actual methods employed to acquire new
territory
the book treats not only political history but also investigates
cultural economic and diplomatic history in A history of russia
one learns about the origins of the unique style of early russian church
architecture and the factors that led to russias
Rus sias victory over napoleon
dussias
the book however fails to discuss the family and community life of
Rus sias social classes and instead concentrates on the legal status of
dussias
russias
these groups
the treatment of a wide diversity of topics sometimes leads to a
frustratingly limited amount of information on some subjects and to
a few paragraphs in which every sentence introduces a new name
specialists may also contest some of riasanovsky s interpretations he
exaggerates for instance the vitality of democratic institutions in
ancient novgorod
Nov gorod and the byzantine influence on the development
of russian autocracy the sections on marxism the russian revolution and the early soviet period furthermore do not incorporate the
contributions of recent research
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these minor deficiencies do not detract from the books value

as

furthermore
an introduction to the field and as a reference the narrative fin
thedmore
thermore
is supplemented by thirty maps as well as appendices charting the
genealogy of the ruling families A lengthy bibliography aids the reader
in pursuing subjects of special interest
A second work written for a more general audience also provides
a balanced and entertaining introduction to russian history written
romanova
vs autocrats ofa11
att the russias
by historian bruce lincoln the romanovs
dussias
all
Romano
of aft
examines the royal family that ruled the russian empire from 1613
to the fall of the autocracy in 1917 the prologue also briefly recounts
significant events from the history of previous dynasties
Lincol
lincolns
ns book devotes at least a third of its pages to the personal
lives of the asars
tsars and their families but it also examines their political
romanova
vs for instance describes the marriage and love
activities the romanovs
Romano
affairs of catherine the great as do many popular histories lincoln I
however does not simply accept the stories and pass them on to the
reader he assesses their authenticity and analyzes the incidents
impact on russian history he then proceeds to discuss catherines
foreign and domestic policies and cultural life under her rule several
pages are devoted to the life and accomplishments of the eighteenth
century intellectual mikhail lomonosov
the last fifth of the book focuses on the drama and tragedy of
romanovs
vs nicholas 11
the reign of the last romanova
II and his wife alexandra
Romano
lincoln draws heavily on the royal couples letters and diaries to depict
their aspirations fears and weaknesses and again he does not resort
to sensationalism his analysis indicates the limits of using the evil
influence of the monk rasputin to explain the collapse of the
monarchy the book instead relates the broader political and socio
economic problems that led to the february revolution in this
section as elsewhere lincoln blends personal biography with analysis
of broader political and social trends
well written books with broad coverage are more difficult to find
for the soviet period the standard textbook is donald W Tread
golds
treadgolds
twentieth century russia Tread
golds amazingly detailed account
treadgolds
emphasizes the growth of governmental and party institutions the
treatment of ethnic minorities and the development of foreign policy
the concentration on detail however also makes it difficult for the
novice in soviet history to follow the broad trends of historical
development in addition treadgold often focuses disproportionately
on the actions of the political leadership neglecting the contributions
and influences of workers peasants and lower level bureaucrats
1
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A more recent textbook M K dziewanowskis A history ofsoviet
of soviet
russia perhaps better conveys the general outlines of soviet history
while also incorporating new findings concerning the history of the

soviet society and the communist party dziewanowski for instance
notes the popularity of some of stalins views among party members
and other segments of the population when he explains stalins
victory over trotsky the text also describes the increasing social mobility
of the sons of workers and peasants during the industrialization drive
and purges of the 1930s dziewanowski treats most aspects of soviet
history and includes bibliographies at the end of each chapter
referring readers to more specialized studies
biographies serve as another vehicle for gaining insight into the
development of the soviet state lenin is treated in numerous works
including the acclaimed classics of louls
louis fischer the life of lenin
and bertram wolfe three who made a revolution A fascinating
recent work nina Tu markins lenin lives the lenin cult in soviet
russia analyzes the element of myth in lenins biography and
investigates the decision to embalm lenins body treating these and
other topics the book tells us much about the early political development
of the communist party biographies of stalin also dominate historical
works concerning the soviet period A recent portrait of stalin
written by robert C tucker stalin As revolutionary 1879
1929
18791929
excels in its portrayal of stalins personality
for a description of the 1930s many readers turn to alexander
solzhenitsyns gulab
gulag archipelago a marvelous experiment in literary
history valuable insights can also be garnered from roy medvedev s
history judge medvedev a soviet dissident challenges the views
let historyjudge
of solzhenitsyn by shifting blame for the excesses of the soviet regime
from lenin to stalin
these biographies as well as the other textbooks provide balanced
and readable introductions to russian and soviet history and insight
into contemporary soviet policies
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